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What do red blood cells do

red blood cells are bags
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The real question

µ is what is hemoglobin
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Different Types of Hemoglobin

Hb A 9090 Adat

HbAz 3 Adult

HlsAcc H 6 sugar on Hb

HbF 1 Fetal

What happens to old RBCs
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When RBCs get old they aren't as

elastic as they used to be they don't bend comply
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gtfo cells from bad rigid cellswith Structures calledStavesRecirculated
RBCs usually live120days

what is Anemia
Reduced ability Of RBCs to
Carry oxygen

When we say RBCs we reallymean Hemoglobin Hb

Thalassemia More rare

B mRNA mutation leads to 2 mainprefitateinRBC

2 mutationof 1 or all 4 of the genes teadpfetgp.MYoinLB or H mutations are most
common for presenting w l illness



Other diseases associated

w anemia
The MCU is the mean cell
volume which is described

Anemiathe volume of a singleRBCMicrocytic wouldmean youhavea low cell volume
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Noumocytic MacrocyticMicrocytic
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MN 80 100th Mcu too fly
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Autoimmune
Micro angioplasties

B12 deficiency

SpherocytosisThalassemia folate deficiency
PNH becauseBizisuseddemia of chronicdisease
g g p p deficiency

tomakefolate
ron deficiency
end poisoning sickle cell

Hbc

If you look any of these up find
the mutation and that will tell you
at what point hemoglobin is messed up


